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I am Duncan Hounsell, Liberal Democrat branch chair and Saltford resident. At the 
cabinet meeting that agreed the “modern libraries programme-community library 
approach”, Cllr Warren stated his personal desire to enhance the mobile library 
service in the future. Cllr Warrington, cabinet member, is quoted in the Midsomer 
Norton and Radstock Journal as saying “We have been clear that we are committed 
to maintaining mobile library provision, so to claim otherwise is scaremongering.” 
However, an article in the November edition of the Chew Valley Gazette states 
“Before the council’s green light for community libraries was officially announced 
parish councils in the Chew Valley had been made aware that their current library 
provision – a mobile library service –would not be replaced or repaired if it were to 
break down. News of the mobile library’s inevitable demise came in April.” If this is 
indeed the case, and it would not be surprising given the mobile library is 13 years 
old and frequently garaged for repair, why was this not brought to light in the cabinet 
debate? This alone is reason to refer the decision back to cabinet.

There are some communities where volunteers do see the opportunity for a 
volunteer run library in a local hub as a potential improvement on existing provision. 
However, I am very concerned at the dependence on a voluntary model for the 
library service in the B&NES area in the long term. A volunteer model is often not 
sustainable for any number of reasons. If a volunteer club goes into decline it is not 
critical but for the library service it is. When Cllr Warrington was asked at the cabinet 
meeting what would happen if the community led approach broke down in any 
location, she replied “We will look into that”. That is not good enough as a policy. 
This alone is reason to refer the decision back to cabinet.

Cabinet papers reference 8.3, said that the Council had been in communication with 
the Department for Culture, Media and Sport to assist the Libraries Minister in 
carrying out the statutory duty of ensuring the council fulfils its legal responsibility. 
Well, what is the response? Legal or not? If no view has yet been provided by the 
minister, why was there not a statement about the level of risk of non-compliance in 
the cabinet papers? This alone is a reason to refer the decision back to cabinet.

Finally, my library, Saltford Library, a valued village asset, is under threat yet Saltford 
council tax-payers pay almost £4 million pounds a year in Council Tax. Volunteers 
have already restored the Saturday morning library session which had been cut. 
They should not be asked to do more. The lack of formal and meaningful public 
consultation in Saltford and everywhere else is surely the most compelling reason to 
refer this flawed decision back to cabinet.
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